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About This Game

Atomic Adam: Episode 1 is a gaming experience packed to the brim with nostalgic retro action! Fight, fly and shoot your way
through a fully 3D world filled with giant rats, grey aliens, UFO's, boss battles and insane combat, all with an art style inspired
by the retro action games of yesterday. As rock star Atomic Adam, you'll battle your way through Delta City defeating bosses
on your hunt for the infamous Deathbot. None is more mysterious than Deathbot who traveled to Delta City with his army to

usurp the city and its resources. Atomic Adam is tasked with finding Mayor Lamowitz's wife who was kidnapped by Deathbot
and now held hostage. Deathbot now demands Mayor Lamowitz to resign or he will never see his wife again!

Do you have what it takes to save Delta City before it falls in to the hands of Deathbot? Atomic Adam represents a new story in
the Radical Heroes Universe. Complete with a new hero, game play mechanics, story and action all in the retro inspired universe

of Radical Heroes.

 An action packed pick up and play for all ages!
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 Explore a city filled to the brim with Insane enemies and rewarding secrets and Achievements!

 Tons of diverse weapons and pickups keep the mayhem fresh!

 3 massive areas to unlock and explore!

 Unique combat system strings your moves automatically as you mash the kick and punch buttons!
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Title: Atomic Adam: Episode 1
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Mad Unicorn Games
Publisher:
Mad Unicorn Games
Release Date: 30 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.0ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X 9.0c compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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its fun i mean its $5 cant beat it entertaining seeing people hide lol i love it cant wait for more updates. Still in 3D, so the
controls are a littly wonky, but it's MOUSE control! Much better than the third game, although I feel this one was stretched out
quite a bit.

I found no way to skip conversations or video scenes, so replaying certain bits became tiring.

I had to follow all advice for making this game run like less butt - see the forums for help.

Still recommended.. BEST GAME EVER!
I love this game so much! It's incredibly fun and flows naturally, the music is awesome and random events like robberies and a
sneaky cat REALLY keeps you on you toes. Never has serving food been this satisfactory, the look on your patron's faces is
GREAT, from the average joe and joane to sumo wrestlers, and don't worry even when you get something wrong, the
cheerleader is there to pump you up!

I do wish it had was a "Chill Mode", where things were slower and you could just take in the awesome scenario they made and
just play around in the kitchen serving customers.
10\/10. The basic idea behind "Write word" is a good one, but it has been poorly executed.

The basic functioning of the game is as follows:
A word or phrase flashes up on the screen, it stays there for 5 seconds (although you can get rid of it sooner by hitting Enter or
the Space Bar), and then a box appears for you to type the word\/phrase into - the game lasts for a set time, following which you
are given your score.

However, there are several problems with it:
1) The text doesn't stay up on the screen; you have to memorise it and then type it.
That was basically fine for me, as English is a strong suit of mine, but for poor spellers this arrangement would be rather bad.
I would suggest that that the text to be typed should remain at the top of the screen, so that the words can be copied, if needed.

2) I must admit that, in my rush to type fast, I may have been overzealous in hitting Enter or Space, which means that the next
word to be typed disappears.
As I'm not a touch typist, I usually look at my keyboard, so that means that the word has disappeared by the time I look up.
However, this sort of problem would be fixed if the game's creator followed my suggestion as per point 1.

3) You can't exit it whilst you're mid-game - you either have to wait for the game to finish or hit Alt-F4 (or Ctrl-Alt-Del).
I'd suggest that an exit button is added (one that could be used during gameplay - but obviously not in a spot that could be hit
accidentally).

I would also suggest that the developer adds an open-ended option (with the text to be copied located at the top of the screen), so
that "Write word" could be used as an educational tool to help improve spelling and\/or typing.
Upon exiting the session, the game could then give a score based upon either speed or typos that had to be corrected (perhaps
give both results separately).
Then educators might be inclined to recommend it.

You get all of the Steam achievements for the game as soon as you score 10,000 points, so Steam completionists might like it.
Indeed, there is a button in the lower left of the screen which players can just keep clicking on, in order to produce the correct
letters on the screen.
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It's only a small game (less than 10 mb), so it won't be taking up much room on your computer, which is a good thing.
However, it's not a very exciting game, so there's not very much replayability in it (unless, for some reason, you are an
individual who is invigorated just by typing random words).

"Write word" is by no means terrible, but it has some issues that should be fixed, and - even if those issues are fixed - it would
be considered to be boring for most people.
As a typing game, it's OKish, but not much more. It's about a 4\/10.. It's an extremely weird type of game I have never played
this type of game before. The game interesting and it's downloadssize is also good only 39mb.
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I knew the game would be a joke but I thougt at least u could do something fun in it, the game is honestly just♥♥♥♥♥♥. Very
fun arcade game to play with friends.. The port is a disaster and doesn't even work properly on Windows 10. Frequent crashes,
graphics glitches and♥♥♥♥♥♥poor optimisation for PC. I was having an issue where the game's picture wasn't even centred,
meaning half the game wasn't even in the frame, which is absolute lunacy. This is a game that Team17 accepts money for and it
doesn't even work properly. Plus, the controls are utter♥♥♥♥♥♥ This was perfectly fine on PS2/PS3 years ago, the simple fact
that there's no FOV and no graphics options beyond display, AA and shadow resolution is ridiculous. I'm not even kidding when
I say the game is a shambles on PC.. Let me begin by saying that this review may contain spoilers, or it may not, I'm not sure...
I've played 1.6 hours at the time of writing this.

  This game has very beautiful art, the people and settings look so good. That is, when you're not actually playing the game. The
cutscenes are gorgeous, whereas the game itself is a bit of a let down in the graphics department. It makes the game look much
older than it needs to be.

  Storywise, it seems very intriguing, as you play as an "Immortal" a being that cannot die. In this game, you are not the caster of
such creatures, instead you are the creature, which put an interesting spin on an old fashioned gametype. Other than that, the
game is turned based, and multiplayer so its good.

  BUT THE BEST PART IS... ITS FREE! Well, at least most of it is... There are certain creatures that are only obtainable from
irl money, but most of them can be purchased with this weird sun currency thing (which is earned in game).. This game is tricky
and should be played by people who are into the supernatural. The walking around while taking pictures is nice and relaxing
while asking people about the pictures is fun and interesting. This isn't a Triple A game so don't expect realistic or perfect, but
this game is fun for what it is. This is one of my top favorite indie games. If you beat the game, great. If you understand the
ending...Wow! The ending is difficult to understand, but when I understood it, it made me feel like I was in a Stephen King
novel.

My primary complaint with this game is that you can only take 50 pictures...did this guy not have a memory stick? Besides that,
I loved it. It doesn't take 50+ saved pictures to beat the game or much less, but I love to take pictures. Now I'm off to find more
games like this. I hope others enjoyed as much as I did.

Here is a link to part of the game that I played for YouTube. Didn't finish it online for many reason but I wish I had.

https://www.youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=fi4N6qj-JoY

...yes, I'm not a great YouTuber...lol.. great i worked out some issues with some devs and it works fine i would give this a 9 out
of 10 would play again.. Horrible music, crappy controls, jerky movements, total lack of intuitive understanding of positioning,
not fun or enjoyable.. This game has an interesting art style. That's honestly where anything good ends, from what I've heard the
rest of the game is bad but I can't even progress furthur due to game breaking bugs and the "interesting" art style means you
can't tell a wall from an open space (really). Just avoid this mess of a game.. Funny game=beautiful. very enjoyable learning
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